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Multimaterial Fibers

Guangming Tao, Ayman F. Abouraddy, Alexander M. Stolyarov
and Yoel Fink

Abstract In recent years, new materials processing approaches have emerged that
enable the realization of fiber devices with unique photonic, optoelectronic, and
acoustic functionalities. At the heart of this achievement is the identification of
materials and processing conditions that mitigate surface energy effects, allowing
for materials with disparate optical, electronic, and thermo-mechanical properties
to be monolithically drawn from a preform into kilometer-long fibers with com-
plex micro- and nano-structured cross-sectional features. We review this nascent
but rapidly growing field and highlight future research directions.

1.1 Introduction

Optical fibers have enhanced the quality of life throughout the world and have
fundamentally transformed the human condition in both obvious and imperceptible
ways. Today, the worldwide delivery of the internet, and most telecommunica-
tions, is achieved through optical fibers [1, 2]. Additionally, optical fibers are used
in a multitude of medical and industrial applications ranging from noninvasive
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medical surgery [3, 4] to monitoring the structural integrity of bridges and oil
pipelines [5, 6], and fiber lasers are finding applications in materials processing
and manufacturing [7]. Interestingly, despite the many complex technological
applications of optical fibers, the fibers themselves are remarkably simple from the
perspective of materials composition. A single material, silica glass, is used to
fabricate the majority of optical fibers in use today. While optical fibers have also
been made from other glasses or polymers, silica glass remains the dominant
material in producing optical fibers.

With the new physics of photonic band gaps (PBG’s) [8], a novel class of optical
fibers emerged in the mid 1990s, photonic crystal fibers (PCF’s) and photonic band
gap fibers [9]. These fibers presented a significant step in overcoming perceived
limitations of the structures that could be produced by the traditional process of
thermal fiber drawing. In fact, the initial proposal for fabricating silica PBG fibers
was dismissed as unfeasible by seasoned practitioners [10] even though no new
material was combined with silica, only air holes. Nevertheless, the rapid success of
PBG fibers has had unexpected consequences for the process of fiber fabrication
itself. One such consequence was the introduction of the concept of ‘multimaterial
fibers’ over the past decade. This new class of fibers leverages the capabilities of
traditional fiber fabrication, but aims at developing new fiber structures, func-
tionalities, and applications that stem from altering the materials composition of the
fiber. An all-encompassing and conclusive definition to this emerging concept is
difficult to provide. Here, as in our recent review article on the subject [11], we
define multimaterial fibers to be high-aspect-ratio structures that comprise multiple
distinct materials, typically produced by thermal drawing from a macroscopic
scaled-up model called a ‘preform’. Materials with different optical, electronic,
thermo-mechanical, and acoustic properties have now been incorporated into the
fiber form-factor [12]. The set of fabrication approaches developed in this emerging
field are enabling new functionalities that are not usually associated with optical
fibers. Examples include fibers that produce an electrical signal when light is
incident on the fiber external surface [13–15] or when the temperature of the
surrounding environment changes [16]; self-monitoring fibers that measure their
own structural integrity [17]; flexible, lightweight fiber arrays that can image the
surrounding environment [14, 18]; fibers that can emit or detect acoustic signals
[19, 20]; and fibers that incorporate microfluidics for actively tuning their optical
properties [21, 22]. Fiber drawing is therefore morphing into a fabrication route for
producing photonic and optoelectronic fiber devices that may be potentially
incorporated or woven into fabrics, thereby endowing them with new and sophis-
ticated functionalities [12].

Along with the evolution of multimaterial fibers come new ways of thinking
about the fiber drawing process itself. Through dimensional reduction, nanostruc-
tures such as nanowires with few-nanometer diameters and unprecedented lengths
have been produced [23–26]. The fiber cladding may be viewed as a crucible for
chemical synthesis and the thermal fiber draw as a catalyst for enabling chemical
reactions to take place between reactive species placed in the preform [27–29].
Multimaterial fibers are also a new playground for the controllable study of fluid
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dynamics in confined space and over a wide range of length scales [30]. These
developments have recently led to a scalable, top-down, in-fiber fabrication process
capable of producing complex structured particles over an unprecedented range of
diameters spanning both micro- and nano-scales [31].

There are two aspects of fiber production that have been appropriated by the
emerging field of multimaterial fibers. First, the process typically starts by pre-
paring a macroscopic preform. Since the preform is structured on the centimeter
scale, it is straightforward to create a complex transverse cross section with
controllable placement of multiple materials. Second, thermal fiber drawing is an
inherently scalable manufacturing process, producing kilometers of fiber with
accurate control over size and axial uniformity [32]. In order for the fiber to
maintain the complex transverse structure of the multimaterial preform and have
all the materials to flow together at the same temperature, restrictions are placed on
the allowable materials combinations compatible with this fabrication process.
There are some exceptions to this overall approach. For example, multimaterial
fibers may be produced by starting with a single-material fiber or wire as a scaffold
and proceeding with additive manufacturing. This can include approaches such as
dip coating on the outer surface of extended fiber lengths [33] or vapor deposition
inside hollow enclaves in short lengths of a pre-existing fiber [34].

Multimaterial fiber research is at the crossroads of many disciples, including
optics, materials science, device physics, nanotechnology, and fluid dynamics. While
this field is still in its initial stages of development, there has been tremendous recent
progress. This chapter consequently aims at providing only a brief and selective
overview of some of the main achievements based on our definition of multimaterial
fibers provided above. We first discuss in Sect. 1.2 some general constraints on the
materials that may be codrawn in the same fiber, and in Sect. 1.3 we describe several
general approaches that–to date–have been utilized to produce multimaterial pre-
forms. Section 1.4 focuses on multimaterial fiber devices with novel optical func-
tionalities, such as transverse omnidirectional emitting fiber lasers. In Sect. 1.5 we
describe multimaterial fibers endowed with sophisticated electronic, optoelectronic,
and even piezoelectric functionalities, in addition to recent work on producing fibers
with traditional crystalline semiconductor cores, such as silicon. In the Sect. 1.6, we
highlight novel approaches that utilize fiber drawing as a route to synthesize new
chemical compounds. We end the chapter by describing some alternative fabrication
approaches (Sect. 1.7) and future possibilities (Sect. 1.8).

1.2 Material Constraints and Fiber Drawing

The preform-to-fiber approach for producing optical fibers relies on thermally
drawing the fiber from a macroscopic preform in a fiber draw tower [35]. By
feeding the preform into a furnace that softens the material, the molten gob at the
preform tip is ‘pulled’ by gravity or an external force and is stretched into a thin
fiber strand, after which polymer coatings are added to the fiber surface for
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mechanical protection if necessary. Despite the relative simplicity of this fabrica-
tion methodology, its efficiency and robustness are behind the thousands of
kilometers of optical fiber that span the globe today enabling worldwide commu-
nications networks [1, 2]. An alternative approach, the so-called double-crucible
method [36], produces optical fibers from glass melts of the core and cladding
materials that are pushed through a nozzle. To date, this process has not been used
to produce multimaterial fibers.

The transition from traditional single-material fibers to multimaterial fibers
dictates materials constraints that stem from the nature of the preform-to-fiber
process. In the case of a single-material preform, the parameters of the draw (e.g.,
the drawing speed) are determined by the material viscosity at the drawing tem-
perature. On the other hand, since multimaterial preforms may contain materials
that are incompatible with thermal drawing when taken separately, such as crys-
talline semiconductors or metals, thermal drawing imposes some constraints on the
materials combinations that are compatible with this fabrication strategy. One may
gain insight into the feasibility of various materials combinations by examining the
viscosity of silica glass, silicon, and gold as a function of temperature, presented in
Fig. 1.1a. These materials represent three distinct classes from the perspective of
electronic properties: an amorphous insulator, a crystalline semiconductor, and a
metal, respectively. Additionally, these three materials have different optical and
mechanical properties. Silica is amenable to thermal drawing over a broad range of
conditions since its softening temperature ranges from 1400 to 2350 �C. On the
other hand, crystalline materials such as silicon and gold are characterized by an
abrupt drop in viscosity above the melting temperature Tm where a phase transition
takes place. While this physical feature excludes the use of thermal drawing to
produce a fiber from a single-material preform made of silicon or gold, never-
theless a multimaterial-preform approach enables the use of such materials in fiber
drawing. By making use of a crystalline material such as silicon or gold as a ‘core’
embedded in an amorphous ‘cladding’ such as silica, this multimaterial preform
may be thermally drawn above the core Tm. In this scenario, the cladding (silica)
acts as a supporting scaffold that contains and restricts the flow of the low-
viscosity core material (silicon or gold).

This example enables us to outline some general constraints on the construction
of multimaterial preforms and the ensuing thermal drawing conditions. First, at
least one material should be amorphous and resist devitrification during thermal
drawing, typically a glass or polymer. This amorphous ‘backbone’ material con-
stitutes an outer cladding that supports the other materials during the draw process,
thereby maintaining the fiber cross-sectional structure. The amorphous material
constituents must be chosen to have overlapping softening temperatures, while the
crystalline constituents must have Tm below the drawing temperature. The drawing
temperature must be lower than the boiling temperature of the core material.
Additionally, care must be taken to avoid fluid instabilities that may occur when
the viscosity of the materials is lowered and the transverse dimensions reduced
from preform to fiber (see [23, 24, 30, 31] for further details on this issue). Finally,
the materials should also have relatively similar thermal expansion coefficients in
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the temperature range extending to the drawing temperature, to avoid fractures
resulting from thermo-mechanical mismatches.

The wide range of possibilities for constructing multimaterial preforms within the
above-prescribed constraints may be appreciated from Fig. 1.1b where we present
the viscosity of a wide range of amorphous materials. While some glasses, such as
soda-lime-silica, have a broad temperature range suitable for thermal drawing,
others (such as fluorides, chalcogenides, and tellurites) have a relatively narrower
temperature window. Next, we plot in Fig. 1.1c the viscosity of some typical
crystalline materials above their Tm. It is possible to choose potential pairs of
amorphous-crystalline materials that may be combined in a preform and co-drawn
into a multimaterial fiber by consulting Fig. 1.1b, c together. For example, it is
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Fig. 1.1 Dynamic viscosity (logarithm of viscosity g in poise) of selected materials versus
temperature. a Viscosity for silica [37], silicon [38] and gold [39]. The viscosity for silicon and
gold are measured above their melting temperatures. b Same as (a), showing the viscosity for silica
[37], soda-lime-silica glass [40], fluoride glass [41], tellurite glass [42], chalcogenide glass (As2S3)
[43], Teflon�PTFE-6 polymer [44], polypropylene (PP) polymer [45], and amorphous selenium
[46]. c Same as (a), showing the viscosity for silicon [38], germanium [47], indium antimonide
[48], tellurium [47], indium arsenide [47], indium [49], tin [49], and gold [39]. d Linear thermal
expansion coefficient (TEC) at room temperature for selected materials plotted against the melting
temperature (Tm) for metals and semiconductors (solid stars) and the glass transition temperature
(Tg) for the amorphous materials (solid dots). References: Ge: Tm [50], TEC [51]; Si: Tm [50], TEC
[52]; Gold: Tm [53], TEC [52]; Sn: Tm [53], TEC [54]; InSb: Tm [55], TEC [56]; Teflon� PTFE: Tg

[57]; TEC [58]; Fused quartz: Tg [58], TEC [59]; BK7 glass: Tg [58], TEC [58]; AMTIR-6: Tg [60],
TEC [60]; Polycarbonates: Tg [61], TEC [59]; ZBLAN glass: Tg [58], TEC [59]
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possible to draw a fiber containing a core of Si, Ge, or gold by using a cladding made
of silica glass; InSb clad with soda-lime-silica glass glass; or Sn or Se clad with
fluoride or chalcogenide glass, or even a polymer. Furthermore, we identify in
Fig. 1.1d the glass transition temperature Tg of the amorphous materials and the
melting temperature Tm of crystalline materials used in Fig. 1.1a–c versus the linear
thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) for completeness. Finally, we note that it is
possible for more than two materials to be chosen according to the above criteria and
thus be incorporated in the same multimaterial fiber. Indeed, this important possi-
bility enables the construction of in-fiber photonic, electronic and, optoelectronic
devices, as described in Sects. 1.4 and 1.5.

1.3 Multimaterial Preform Fabrication

We describe here four general classes of approaches to the preparation of multi-
material preforms: (a) the rod-in-tube approach [62–64], (b) extrusion [65–67],
(c) the stack-and-draw approach [9, 68], and (d) thin-film-rolling technology [12].
The choice of any specific approach, or combinations thereof, is dictated both by
the various materials involved and the transverse structure targeted.

1.3.1 Rod-in-Tube Approach

The rod-in-tube approach, depicted in Fig. 1.2a, relies on inserting a solid rod of
one material (the core) into a tube of another material (the cladding) to form a
preform with a core-cladding structure. In a variation on this procedure, the solid
core rod may be replaced with a powder that is placed in the tube. The preform is
then sealed and thermally drawn. If Tm of the core powder is lower than the
drawing temperature, we designate the process molten-core-in-tube method, a
process that enables a wide range of materials to be incorporated as a core. The
recognition of the usefulness of this method for multimaterial fibers may be traced
back to the pioneering work of E. Snitzer in 1989 [69], where selective volati-
zation combined with the rod-in-tube method was used to produce a silica-clad
fiber containing a soft-glass core.

1.3.2 Extrusion

Extrusion is a well-known process used to create axially symmetric objects with a
fixed complex cross-sectional profile by ‘pushing’ a soft material through a die under
pressure. The first extrusion process was patented by J. Bramah in 1802 for producing
lead pipes [70]. Subsequently, E. Roeder [71–73] extended this approach to soda-lime
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silica, lead silicate, calcium aluminate and boric oxide glass in the 1970s. Extrusion
makes use of material in the form of a rod, typically called a billet, which is placed in a
sleeve held inside a furnace (a vertically stacked billet is shown in Fig. 1.2b for
illustration). By heating the billet to the softening temperature of the incorporated
materials, applied pressure pushes the material through a die that imparts shape to the
extruded rod, which may constitute a preform that is subsequently drawn into a fiber.
Using a multimaterial billet consisting, for example, of vertically stacked discs, the
transverse structure of the extruded rod may be rationally engineered [65, 67].

1.3.3 Stack-and-Draw Approach

An alternative procedure that has been used extensively in preparing the preforms
drawn into microstructured fibers, PCFs, and PBG fibers [9] is the stack-and-draw
approach. It is instructive that the first prescient demonstration of the stack-and-
draw method to produce an optical fiber may be traced to Bell Labs in 1974 [74],
at the dawn of the development of silica fibers. In that effort, a fiber containing a
hanging core surrounded by air was produced. This procedure offers flexibility in
the choice of geometry of the domains for each material by starting from rods,
tubes, and/or plates from a single or multiple materials that are assembled into a
preform–Fig. 1.2c–with dimensions determined by the targeted fiber structure.

Rod Tube Insert rod into tube Preform 

(a) 

Billet 

P: Piston; B: Stacked billet; S: Sleeve; D: Die

P

B S

D

(c) 

(b)

Fig. 1.2 General methodologies for multimaterial fiber preform fabrication. a Rod-in-tube,
b extrusion, and c stack-and-draw methods
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Furthermore, recursive application of multiple stack-and-draw steps enables one to
reach the required dimensions (that may not be achievable in a single thermal-
drawing step) and attain complex transverse structures.

1.3.4 Thin-Film Rolling

Any of the above three approaches may be used to incorporate polymers into a
multimaterial preform. Additionally, a unique process exists to incorporate a
polymer in a preform made possible by the availability of polymers in the form of
extended thin films. In this technique, a thin polymer film is ‘rolled’ around a pre-
existing rod, followed by thermal consolidation under vacuum above the glass
transition temperature of the constituent materials until the individual films fuse.
Figure 1.3a details the fabrication approach towards making a multimaterial PBG
fiber [75–79], thereby illustrating schematically a particular instance of this process.
The thin-film-rolling technique has also been used recursively to realize preforms
with complex cross-sections through multiple processing steps. For example, after
consolidating a preform constructed in this fashion, voids or enclaves may be
introduced that can be filled, for example, by conductors and encapsulated in the
preform, followed by rolling additional thin films and reconsolidation. These
multistep preform preparation processes form the basis for many recently developed
photonic and optoelectronic multimaterial fiber devices [12, 18, 21, 22].

1.4 Photonic Multimaterial Fibers

This section provides an overview of multimaterial fibers with both axial and
transverse optical functionality.

1.4.1 Multimaterial PBG Fibers

The MIT fiber group led by Y. Fink demonstrated the first successful draw of
multimaterial PBG optical fibers with a hollow core and an all-solid cladding [75].
This was made possible by combining and co-drawing two materials having a
large refractive-index contrast, yet compatible thermomechanical properties.
Below we describe this and several other examples of photonic multimaterial fiber
devices.
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1.4.1.1 Hollow-Core PBG Fibers

A one-dimensional (1D) periodic stack of alternating high- and low- refractive
index materials with a sufficiently large refractive-index contrast can be used to
construct an omnidirectional mirror [80, 81], one that reflects light incident at any

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 1.3 PBG fiber fabrication and characterization a PBG fiber fabrication flow. (i) The
chalcogenide glass is thermally evaporated onto both sides of the polymer film. (ii) This
multilayer film is then rolled onto a Teflon-lined mandrel and additional polymer cladding layers
are rolled for mechanical support. (iii) The entire structure is thermally consolidated under
vacuum until the materials fuse together into one solid preform. (iv) The preform is then
thermally drawn into 100 m of fiber by applying uniaxial tension. The ratio of the preform down-
feed speed and fiber draw speed dictates the final layer thicknesses. b Transmission band gap
spectra for hollow-core PBG fibers. The fiber structure in each case is the same. The only
difference is that the length of the period in the multilayer structure lining the hollow core is
reduced (from right to left) resulting in the shift of the transmission PBG spectrum
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angle and polarization within a given spectral window. If this type of a mirror lines
the inner surface of a hollow-core fiber, light can be guided axially through the air
core [82]. Ideas surrounding such a light-guiding mechanism were considered in
the 1970s [83], but it was only in 2002 that the standard preform-to-fiber drawing
technique was used to fabricate a multimaterial hollow-core fiber, which realized
the first waveguide of this type [75]. The challenge in fabricating these types of
multimaterial fibers lies in discovering (or creating) two different thermally
compatible materials as well as maintaining the geometric structure during the
fiber drawing process. Specifically, the alternating materials must have compatible
thermomechanical properties (such that their viscosities overlap at the drawing
temperature), and simultaneously they must have a high refractive-index contrast.
Furthermore, in order to create a low-loss fiber, the multilayer structure needs to be
maintained with low-scattering interfaces down to the micro- and nanoscale.
To date, several pairs of materials have been identified which yield low-loss
multimaterial optical transmission fibers under appropriate fabrication conditions.
Typically, the pair consists of a low-refractive-index polymer and a high-
refractive-index chalcogenide glass, which are both amorphous and thermome-
chanically compatible for fiber drawing [75–77]. The fabrication process for
creating hollow-core multimaterial fibers with PBG’s is outlined in Fig. 1.3a. The
same technique can be used to produce fibers that guide light from the infrared
down to ultraviolet. Precise control over the layer thicknesses at the nanometer
scale is confirmed by the measured transmission spectra spanning the visible
range; see Fig. 1.3b. During the thermal draw, simply increasing the draw speed
leads to cross-sectional feature reduction and consequently blue-shifting of the
PBG. Such hollow-core, multimaterial PBG fibers have been used in a variety of
applications which we describe below

(1) A multiplicity of eigenmodes is supported by the fibers [84] [85]. The ability to
precisely excite, propagate, and reconstruct specific fiber modes and their
superpositions [78, 86, 87] provides a means to sculpt and tune the vectorial
field distribution along the axis of the fiber. These capabilities are particularly
interesting for the study of light-matter interaction over extended lengths.
Moreover, as the core size decreases, the spiral nature of the multilayer
structure— arising from the fabrication approach in Fig. 1.3a—imparts unique
properties to the optical modes, such as asymmetric wave propagation [88].

(2) Numerous medical and industrial applications rely on the delivery of high-
peak-power laser pulses in well-controlled spatial modes. However, the use
of traditional solid-core fibers for handling high peak powers is limited due to
material absorption, which sets the damage threshold limit. Multimaterial
hollow-core PBG fibers have been shown to transmit peak powers of
11.4 MW at 1.55 lm with 97 % of the fiber output in the fundamental mode,
a record for any fiber at this wavelength. Additionally, PBG fibers designed
for the transmission of high-power continuous-wave CO2 laser light at
10.6 lm are used as optical scalpels in minimally invasive medical proce-
dures [75, 89].
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(3) Chemical vapor sensing constitutes another application for hollow-core PBG
fibers [79, 90]. For example, a chemiluminescent dye that emits light in
reaction with peroxide vapor can be introduced into the fiber core. In this
way, the fiber provides confinement for the analyte flow and simultaneously
serves as an optical waveguide for transmitting the chemiluminescent signal
to an optical detector mounted at the distal fiber end [79].

(4) Hollow-core PBG fibers can be used as refractive index sensors since the
transmission bandgap spectral position and linewidth change with varying
core refractive indices [91, 92].

1.4.1.2 Radial Lasing and Azimuthal Intensity Control

The hollow core of a multimaterial PBG fiber can host a gain medium, enabling
the creation of radially emitting fiber lasers [22, 93]. This laser design stands in
clear contrast to all other fiber lasers, which emit light axially from their end facet.
Two configurations of radially emitting fiber lasers have been explored thus far.
One such configuration incorporates an organic dye dissolved in a solid host while
another makes use of a liquid host. In both cases, the gain medium plug is
introduced in the fiber core and is pumped axially as shown in Fig. 1.4a. In the
radial fiber laser architecture, the multilayer structure plays a dual role. The
reflection at glancing incidence angles delivers the pump beam to the gain medium
plug. The reflection at normal incidence to the fiber reflects the fluorescence back
into the core. This radial feedback facilitates laser action in the transverse plane.
As shown in Fig. 1.4a, the radiation pattern emitted by the solid plug is anisotropic
(with directionality dictated by the pump beam polarization), while the emission
from the liquid is rotationally symmetric. This contrast arises from the differences
in the relaxation dynamics of excited molecules in the solid and liquid phases.

The rotational symmetry and specific polarization of the radially emitting liquid
laser forms the basis for a fiber device with controllable directional emission [22].
Multiple electrically controllable and individually addressable liquid-crystal-based
light modulators [22] can be integrated in an annular fashion around the laser
cavity, as shown in Fig. 1.4b. Each of the liquid-crystal-filled channels serves to
modulate the polarized wavefront emanating from the fiber core and passing
through it as it exits the fiber. By controlling multiple microchannels simulta-
neously, a laser with a dynamically controlled intensity distribution spanning the
full azimuthal angular range can be achieved. Figure 1.4c depicts the laser
intensity control through one of the channels as a function of the applied voltage.
This new capability, implemented monolithically within a single fiber, presents
opportunities ranging from flexible multidirectional displays to minimally invasive
directed light delivery systems for medical applications.
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1.4.1.3 External Reflection Fibers

Instead of lining the hollow core, the multilayer structure can be introduced at the
external surface of the fiber, thereby creating omnidirectional externally reflective
fibers [94]. While a purely periodic structure leads to PBG’s that reflect light over
a broad wavelength range, the intentional deviation from periodicity by intro-
ducing a defect layer facilities the existence of localized modes, which leads to
narrow band transmission dips within the PBG [8]. These narrowband cavity
resonances can be tuned dynamically either by applying an axial strain to the fiber
[95] or by optically modulating the defect layer via a transient photodarkening
effect [96]. Incorporated into fabrics, such fibers could be used for spectral iden-
tification, as radiation barriers, or as large-area tunable optical filters.

1.5 Optoelectronic Fibers

1.5.1 Metal- Insulator-Semiconductor Fibers

The creation of electronic and optoelectonic devices requires the assembly of
metals (M), insulators (I), and semiconductors (S), in prescribed geometries with
low-scattering interfaces and nanoscale feature sizes. While traditional wafer-based

(b) 

(c) 

V 

Pump  
beam  

(a) 
Liquid plug Solid plug 

Polarization 

Direction of 
laser emission 

Fig. 1.4 Radial fiber lasers (a, center) Schematic of a radially emitting fiber laser. The red
cylinder in the core corresponds to an organic-dye doped plug, which can be a liquid or a solid.
(a, left) Emission patterns from the solid plug and (a, right) a liquid plug. The red arrows denote
the direction of laser emission. The direction of the lobes for the solid plug is orthogonal to the
pump beam polarization. b Scanning electron micrograph of the hybrid fiber containing a
cylindrical PBG structure encircled by four hollow microchannels, each flanked by a pair of
conductive electrodes. c Laser spectra measured for light transmitted through one of the liquid-
crystal-filled channels for various driving voltages
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approaches have been applied to this problem, they are limited to primarily rigid
and low-aspect ratios structures. However, if all the constituent device components
could be integrated into a fiber, the complex functionality associated with modern-
day chip-based devices could extend into the fabrics that we wear.

While the insulating and semiconducting domains can both be amorphous and
thus can be drawn in a highly viscous state, a particular challenge involves the
incorporation of a crystalline metallic domain into the fiber. Since the metal
undergoes a phase transition into the liquid state during the draw, it is susceptible
to capillary breakup and can easily disrupt the structural integrity of the fiber.
These challenges can be addressed by confining the metallic electrodes within
highly viscous boundaries, which can help to suppress capillary instabilities and
direct the flow of the metal during the draw. Several M–I–S fiber structures have
been created thus far using this approach. Figure 1.5a depicts a M–I–S preform
being elongated into a fiber and the corresponding scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image of the cross section is shown in Fig. 1.5b [15]. The core of the fiber
is an amorphous photoconductive semiconductor (a semiconducting chalcogenide
glass). The electrodes which contact the semiconductor can be connected to an
external circuit post draw, and this fiber can then be used as a photodetector, which
produces a photocurrent signal in proportion to the optical power incident onto its
surface. Two advantages are gained by reducing the bulk semiconductor cylinder
to a thin-film structure such as shown in Fig. 1.5c [13]. First, the dark current,
which sets the noise level for optoelectronic applications, is reduced by more than
an order of magnitude. Second, the creation of thin-film structures enables higher
device-density per fiber (Fig. 1.5d) as well as the creation of more elaborate
geometries (Fig. 1.5e) [18]. All of these structures are axially symmetric, with the
electrodes forming intimate contacts with the semiconducting chalcogenide glass
layers along the entire fiber length.

Both the composition of the semiconducting chalcogenide glass and the
geometry of other structural elements comprising the preform can be tuned to
target particular applications.

(1) By using a photoconductive glass, photodetecting fibers are created with the
ability of detecting illumination along their entire length [13, 15, 18, 97],
which has applications spanning chemical vapor sensing [98] to lensless
imaging [14, 18]. Each pair of adjacent electrodes can act as an independent
photodetector, thereby imparting increasing functionality. For example, a
semiconductor ring structure (Fig. 1.5c) can be used to determine the angle of
incidence of an incoming beam in the plane perpendicular to the fiber axis.
Moreover, the semiconductor’s wavelength-dependent absorbance may be
leveraged using a duel ring structure (Fig. 1.5d) to reconstruct the wavelength
of an incident beam by measuring the ratio of photocurrents in the inner and
outer rings.

(2) Photoconductive glasses typically respond over a broad wavelength range. In
order to impart spectral selection to a photosensitive fiber, a multilayer
reflector containing a defect cavity can be combined with a photodetecting
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structure [15]. The thickness of the defect cavity determines the narrowband
transmission window within the PBG, allowing the engineering of spectro-
scopic photosensitive fibers tuned to respond at specific wavelengths.

(3) A semiconductor with a temperature-dependent resistivity can be drawn into
a fiber with the identical geometry as shown in Fig. 1.5b, but with the ability
to detect changes in temperature along its entire length [16]. Integrated into
fabrics, such fibers can be used for temperature sensing over large areas.
Moreover, a thin film ring of the same semiconductor can be integrated into a
PBG transmission fiber to predict the onset of fiber failure [17].

(4) The electronic properties of the semiconductor can also be significantly
improved through crystallization post-draw. This method has been used for
realizing in-fiber field-effect transistors [99] and rewritable memory devices
reminiscent of the ovonic switches [100].

Meters of fiber result from a single draw, thus facilitating the construction of
large area assemblies and fabrics with optoelectronic, thermal, and acoustic
functionalities. For example, a transparent sphere made of photodetecting fibers
(Fig. 1.5f) can reconstruct the direction of an optical beam incident from any
angle. Furthermore, the wavelength-reconstruction property of the dual-ring fiber
structures (Fig. 1.5d) enable a two-dimensional fiber grid to perform lensless
imaging [18], thus opening the possibility for fabrics that can see.

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

(a) 

S 

M 
I 

S M 
(f) 

Fig. 1.5 Metal (M)—Insulator (I)—Semiconductor (S) Fibers a Picture of an M-I–S preform
scaling down into a fiber. (Scale bar is 1 cm). Inset shows several meters of coiled fiber. b–e SEM
micrographs of various M-I–S fiber architectures. (Scale bar for b, c, d, e: 200, 200, 200,
100 lm). f A spherical fiber web is an omnidirectional photodetector which can detect the
direction on an optical beam incident from any angle. The reconstructed path of the flashlight
beam passing through the sphere is seen on the computer monitor
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In addition to optoelectronic functionality, multimaterial fibers can be endowed
with acoustic functionality through the piezoelectric effect. This can be achieved by
drawing a copolymer, P(VDF- TrFE), that has a stable beta-phase at room tem-
perature, and therefore will directly crystallize from the melt into the piezoelectric
phase. Rectangular and cylindrical piezoelectric fibers have been drawn, both with
the capability to emit and detect acoustic radiation over a broad frequency range
spanning the kHz to MHz [19]. The ability to change the fiber cross-sectional
geometry is particularly interesting for piezoelectric fibers, as this provides the
means to tune the acoustic radiation pattern emanating from the fiber. Arrays of
piezoelectric fibers can thus be constructed, leading to sophisticated functionalities
such as coherent acoustic wave interference and beam steering [20], and large-area
acoustic fiber webs can pave the way towards novel applications ranging from
large-area pressure-wave monitoring to communications.

1.5.2 Crystalline-Semiconductor-Core Fibers

The mainstay of the microelectronic industry is crystalline semiconductors such as
silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge), which have superior electronic properties com-
pared to amorphous semiconductors. Therefore, to expand the performance of
in-fiber electronic devices, there is a growing interest in developing methods to
thermally draw these more traditional semiconductor materials. The optical prop-
erties of Si and Ge are also attractive: they are transparent in the midinfrared, have
high optical damage threshold [101, 102], and are also highly nonlinear [103, 104].
For example, the Raman gain coefficient in Si is *104 times greater than that of
silica. Furthermore, the high thermal conductivity of Si and Ge offers opportunities
in better removal of dissipated heat. The extension from planar substrates to optical
fibers [34, 62] is therefore a significant complement to the emerging field of silicon
photonics [105–108].

There has been significant recent progress in developing fibers containing tra-
ditional crystalline semiconductors. The first thermally drawn Si-core optical fiber
was demonstrated using the molten-rod-in-tube method by J. Ballato’s group in
2008 [62] (Fig. 1.6a). The melting temperature of Si (*1416 �C) overlaps with
the softening temperature of silica (Fig. 1.1a); therefore, this materials combina-
tion in a multimaterial fiber is feasible from a thermal compatibility standpoint.
A Si rod (3 mm diameter, 40 mm length) is inserted into a thick-walled silica tube,
and the assembled preform is drawn into tens of meters of fiber with core diameters
of approximately 60–120 lm. This approach has been extended to several other
semiconductors such as Ge [109, 110] (Fig. 1.6b) and InSb [111], as well as to
more complex materials systems, such as sapphire-derived high-alumina-content
optical fibres [112].

Although this fiber is extremely simple from an elemental-analysis perspective
(Si and O are the only two elements involved), this glass/crystalline-semiconductor
materials system has nevertheless proven very fruitful in fundamental studies of
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diffusion and crystallization in confined volumes. Extensive work by J. Ballato’s
group, using X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and spatially resolved crys-
tallographic orientation studies [110, 113], have elucidated the polycrystalline
domain structure of the core along the fiber. Several approaches have been
exploited to increase the axial length of the single-crystal domains, including fiber-
annealing by rapid photothermal processing (RPP) and controlling the core
geometry [114], which have led to larger single-crystal domains. It is expected that
such approaches will yield fibers with improved structural, electrical, optical, and
mechanical properties.

Another research effort to produce Si-core fibers using the powder-in-tube
method is reported in [63]. Silicon powder is packed into a silica tube which is
then evacuated in order to limit the oxidation of Si. Outer diameters in the range of
several hundred microns and core diameters in the range of tens of microns of n-
type Si optical fibers have been demonstrated by this method [63]. High optical
losses have been observed, which are attributed to irregularities along the fiber,
such as thermal-expansion-induced micro-cracks at the core/cladding boundary
and the polycrystallinity of the Si core.

This area of research is expected to blossom in the next few years with more
research groups entering this field. While the focus to date has been on the
materials science aspect of this class of multimaterial fibers, it is anticipated that
the maturation of this field will lead to the development of fibers endowed with
electronic and optoelectronic functionalities having potential applications in
functional clothing and solar energy harvesting.

1.6 In-Fiber Synthesis

A recent surprising development in multimaterial fibers has resulted from the
observation that the high-temperatures associated with thermal fiber drawing
combined with the potential of using core and cladding materials with very

(a) (b) 

silica 
Si Ge 

Fig. 1.6 Crystalline semiconductor core fibers. a Scanning electron micrograph of the core
region of the silicon core, silica-clad optical fiber in [62]. b Electron micrographs of a crystalline
Ge core optical fiber from [109]
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different chemical reactivity offer the possibility of exploiting fiber drawing in
chemical synthesis. On this view, the preform cladding acts as a crucible in which a
chemical synthesis process is confined in the core. First, physical changes take
place during fiber drawing, namely a reduction in the core and cladding viscosity,
and potentially melting or volatization of the core, in addition to the geometric
constriction of the core material(s). Crucially, in the in-fiber synthesis approach,
such physical changes are then accompanied by chemical changes. For example,
new compounds may be produced in the core, either via reactions between pre-
existing core compounds, or through diffusion of elements or compounds from the
cladding into the core. This methodology constitutes one example of a re-imagining
of the fiber drawing process itself, where the elongation at high temperature of
multimaterial fibers is used to achieve a new goal: controlled chemical reactions
along an extended length in a precisely controlled, confined geometry.

The concept of multimaterial in-fiber synthesis may be traced back to the work
by E. Snitzer and R. Tumminelli in 1989 [69] (see Sect. 1.3). The fiber drawing
temperature in that realization was higher than Tm of the core material (a soft-
glass) and its higher vapor pressure in the liquid phase led to the volatization of
some compounds in the hot neck-down region resulting in a different residual core
composition. This early work may also be viewed as a first instance of co-drawing
two families of materials having incompatible thermal properties.

Another example drawn from more recent work demonstrated the possibility of
synthesizing a material—whose melting temperature far exceeds the draw tem-
perature—starting from low-temperature precursors. Specifically, low-temperature
materials Se97S3 and Sn85Zn15 were co-drawn and a ZnSe compound was pro-
duced in the drawn fiber [27]. The synthesized compound—ZnSe here—has a
much higher melting temperature than the drawing temperature. Additionally,
J. Ballato et al. [28] have used crystalline Bi2O3-rich (Bi2O3 + GeO2) and
Bi12GeO20 powders (core) placed in borosilicate glass tube (cladding) to produce
fibers where an in situ chemical reaction occurs during the thermal drawing in both
amorphous and crystalline cores. Furthermore, in an attempt to reduce the diffu-
sion of oxygen from the silica cladding to the Si core, silicon carbide (SiC) was
introduced into the core to provide an in situ reactive oxygen getter during the
drawing process [115]. This novel processing route can be used potentially to
produce fiber cores from materials that are difficult to fabricate or machine into a
rod using conventional methods among many other possible applications.

1.7 Other Approaches

In this chapter, we have described various multimaterial fibers that have been
produced using the general methodology of preform-to-fiber fabrication. Recently,
alternative strategies have emerged that also produce multimaterial fibers but do not
rely on first constructing a macroscopic preform. We briefly describe these inter-
esting exceptions in this section for completeness. First, an approach developed by
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Konarka, Inc., starts from a long steel wire that is used in successive steps of dip-
coating in organic solutions [33] to produce an organic photovoltaic fiber. The
resulting fiber formed of a multilayer coating along its whole length constitutes an
organic photovoltaic cell that demonstrated *3% efficiency. A second approach
uses a silica fiber with hollow enclaves (either a hollow-core fiber or a PCF) as a
scaffold for vapor deposition of traditional crystalline semiconductors, a process
typically called high-pressure microfluidic chemical deposition (HPMCD) [34] that
extends the material phases that may be incorporated into the fiber to single-crystal
semiconductors [116] and polycrystalline elemental or compound semiconductors
[111, 117]. This process requires high-pressure flow (2–1000 MPa) in silica mi-
crostructured optical fibers (MOF’s) to overcome mass-transport constraints,
resulting in uniform annular deposition onto hollow pore walls. Two well-devel-
oped fabrication methodologies are combined in this approach: chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) [118] and silica fiber drawing. The basic idea is shown in
Fig. 1.7a, which involves heating small quantities of a high-pressure precursor
within the interior of a MOF that decomposes upon heating to deposit on the walls
in an amorphous state to ensure that it bonds smoothly, followed by annealing for
crystallization. Figure 1.7b is an example of deposited doped semiconductor layers
and metals [119]. As the annular deposited film grows thicker, the central holes
from which depositions occurs becomes smaller until it is completely plugged and
flow is extinguished. The empty pores in the MOFs are thus treated as micro- or
nano-scale reaction chambers. A fiber-based device fabricated using this approach
enabled all-optical modulation of 1.55 lm guided light via free-carrier absorption
mediated by a 532 nm pump pulse [120]. Other examples include producing a
ZnSe-core fiber [117], in-fiber Si and Ge wires and tubes used as field effect
transistors [121], and in-fiber crystalline Si p–n homojunctions and Pt/n-Si Schottky
heterojunctions [119]. The HPCVD technique can accommodate different capillary
core dimensions and may also be used to fill a large number of micro- and nano-
scale pores in MOF’s. The main drawback of this technology is the limited lengths
of fiber devices produced compared to those resulting from fiber drawing.

1.8 Conclusions and Outlook

We have presented an outline of the wide range of exciting ideas currently under
active investigation in the emerging field of multimaterial fibers. Over the past
decade, this field has witnessed rapid growth and it is impossible to cover all
the ideas being explored in this chapter. For example, we did not describe inter-
esting new work on producing THz multimaterial-fiber metamaterials [122–126].
Metamaterials are synthetic photonic structures that may potentially enable exotic
optical phenomena such as ‘cloaking’ [127]. Some of the necessary features of a
metamaterial, such as control over the electrical and magnetic resonances expe-
rienced by THz radiation transmitted through the transverse fiber cross sections,
have been observed using polymer fibers containing arrays of metallic structures.
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Extending this approach to optical wavelengths will require further reduction of
the feature sizes in the multimaterial fibers. Other examples include the use of gold
in silica fibers for plasmonic studies [128–133], the use of polymers to produce
robust infrared chalcogenide fibers and nano-tapers [67, 134, 135], and the use of
soft glasses inside silica fibers for mid-infrared nonlinear applications [136, 137].

An important avenue for further research is increasing the density of optical,
electronic and optoelectronic devices incorporated in a single multimaterial fiber.
Another opportunity is the production of fibers endowed with such functionalities in
a form that may be directly woven into fabrics, which would constitute a milestone
for this field, leading to a marriage of optics, electronics, and textiles. Another
recent avenue has focused on using in-fiber capillary instabilities to produce three-
dimensional macroscopic synthetic photonic structures with nanoscale control over
the material distribution [30, 31], which may enable unprecedented control over the
behavior of light and sound. A recent example of this can be found in [138] where
the ability to produce in-fiber, electrically rectifying p-n composite micro-particles
from the controlled fluidic breakup of two adjacent p- and n-doped silicon cores
embedded in a silica cladding was demonstrated. Many surprises, no doubt, lie
ahead, and it is thus safe to predict that the progress in multimaterial fibers reviewed
here is pointing to a renaissance in fiber fabrication that promises to continue for a
long time to come.
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Fig. 1.7 Integration of semiconductor junctions in MOFs. a Illustration of HPCVD in a MOF
pore. b A Pt/n--Si Schottky junction formed by sequential deposition of phosphorous doped n+-
Si, n--Si and platinum layers [119]
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